Brighter Colors
Brighter Life

Global Customs and Foreign Trade Manager (m/f/d)
We are looking for an experienced Global Customs & Foreign Trade
Manager (m/f/d). In this role you will develop and implement C&FT strategy
and ensure the effective management & continuous improvement of the
assigned Customs and Foreign trade processes and interfaces

March 22, 2022
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Main Responsibilities:










Take ownership for all Customs & Foreign Trade process in the Colorants
solutions
Develop a customs & foreign trade strategy, adapting it to meet the needs
of the business and changes in the market
Monitor changes within the legal/regulatory landscape and adapt processes
and strategies accordingly, including internal knowledge management
Represent Colorants Solutions Group in industry bodies and specialist
committees (VCI et al)
Cultivate a strong understanding of customs and foreign trade practices
with the business, offering targeting training and coaching to relevant
stakeholders
Ensure that the process architecture is fit for purpose and that applications
and interfaces are continually optimized
Manage the performance of process contributors and external service
providers
Audit global Customs & Foreign Trade processes and provide improvement
plans where necessary

Your Profile:









You hold an academic degree in a relevant field (i.e. Business, Law,
International Trade) with additional customs certifications highly
advantageous
You will have gained at least 7 years of experience in foreign trade,
import/export, or compliance within a global organization
You have a strong attention to detail and your excellent time management
skills enabling you to work efficiently and accurately
Your stakeholder management skills are well refined, and you are very
comfortable in intercultural and interdisciplinary teams
You take an analytical approach to your work and are a strong advocate of
knowledge and change management
You are fluent in both English & German with additional EU languages
beneficial
Willingness to travel internationally or rare occasions
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Jessica Wingenbach (HR
DE.HR-Applicants@heubachcolor.com
Consultant)
Jessica Wingenbach
DE.HR-Applicants@heubachcolor.com
HR
Consultant
Colorants Solutions Deutschland GmbH
Human Resources
Colorants Solutions
Deutschland
Brüningstraße
50
GmbH Frankfurt
65926
Human Resources
Brüningstraße 50
65926 Frankfurt

Our Offer:






Challenging responsibilities with room for creativity and professional growth
Cross-cultural and vivid working environment
Attractive remuneration and the benefits of a modern company
Tailored trainings to support your development needs
An opportunity with great visibility and personal growth potential

The Heubach Group is a leading manufacturer of pigments, pigment
preparations and specialty materials and has a global production and sales
network with 19 production sites. Around 3,000 employees already contribute
to the company's success. We see the responsible use of resources, but above
all the promotion and development of our employees, as key to the success of
our company.
Since the beginning of this year, Colorants Solutions Deutschland GmbH has
been a subsidiary of the Heubach Group.
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